Inside the Electronic Speed Control

The reason for a component failure is a mystery to most involved, but understanding more about brushless systems can go a long way toward helping a hobbyist enjoy outstanding reliability in an electric-powered airplane or helicopter.

How-to

Warbird Pylon Racing
Don Stegall shares details that could benefit anyone who wants to get involved in warbird racing.

Our community

John Kiker's models
John Kiker donated two of his RC test models to the National Model Aviation Museum in 1980. Find out why they were loaned out in 2012.

For members

National Aeromodeling Heritage Program
The next deadline to submit nominations for historic sites and organizations is August 31, 2017. Read more to learn about the National Aeromodeling Heritage Program!

Product review

FlightLineRC F7F-3 Tigercat
Warbird and twin-engine aircraft enthusiasts alike should be excited about the announcement and release of this model!